Piezoelectric materials and associated nanostructures accumulate electrical charges on their surfaces in response to an applied mechanical stress, through the change in their spontaneous electric polarization. [1, 2] Exploiting deformations induced by motion, mechanical vibrations, and environmental noise, [3, 4] these systems are extremely attractive for energy harvesting in information and communications technologies and personalized electronics. [5] [6] [7] Solid-state materials such as crystals [8] and ceramics [9] have been integrated in complex networks for the internet of things [10] as actuators, sensors, and transducers, [11] and as switches in memory devices. Recently, the emerging of magnetoelectric data storage, [12] self-power sources for smart wearables [13] or implantable biomedical devices [14, 15] fostered to conjugate mechanical energy harvesting with easy shaped, biocompatible flexible materials. [16, 17] In particular, the request of bendable and stretchable systems can be fulfilled with elongated nanostructures (e.g. nanowires and nanotubes).
In this framework, organics show an unequalled processing flexibility, lightweight, largearea and low-cost manufacturing methods, biocompatibility, and low acoustic and mechanical impedance, which make them ideal for underwater and medical applications. [14, 15, 18] For instance, copolymers of vinylidenefluoride (VDF, [CH 2 -CF 2 ] n ) with trifluoroethylene (TrFE), are stable and achieve a high degree of crystallinity (>90%). [19] In addition, they do not need to be poled because they directly crystallize from melt or solution into the ferroelectric (-)
phase. Piezoelectricity in these materials is related to the electronegativity difference in hydrogen and fluorine atoms, which determines an effective dipole moment in the direction normal to the carbon backbone. Consequently, these films or nanostructures are often utilized with top/bottom contacts. [20] [21] [22] [23] Instead, the special piezoelectric properties of polymers such as the poly(vinylidenefluoride-co-trifluoroethylene) [P(VDF-TrFE)] might lead to the development of much more versatile nanogenerator architectures. Differently from crystalline inorganic Published in Advanced Materials. Doi: 10.1002/adma.201506381 (2016).
3 solids, for which normal piezoelectricity is generally exploited and conveniently achieved by strain along the spontaneous polarization (P, Fig. 1a ), in flexible polymeric systems the stress applied along one axis causes remarkable deformations also along perpendicular directions. [24] This effect, along with the reduced alignment of the polymeric chains and the presence of glassy grains, strips out the concept of uniaxial piezoelectricity and more complex 'transverse' contributions are to be taken into account, in polarization and in the undergone distortions. Most studies assume only uniaxial models for polymers and organic-inorganic nanocomposites, [12, 25] which may result in a limiting description of the response because of the assignment of a reduced number of piezoelectric parameters, as pertaining to systems much more symmetric than the actual ones. In this work, we demonstrate the biaxial shear activity in P(VDF-TrFE), which show the presence of two net components of the electronic polarization (P x , P y according to the geometry displayed in Fig. 1b ) in the plane perpendicular to the chains of macromolecules. Findings here reported involve various aspects:
(i) the full e ij piezoelectric tensors and the Born effective charges due to displacementinduced polarization changes are obtained by first-principles molecular simulations, which highlight that multiple shear components (e 34 and e 35 ) are non-zero in P(VDF-TrFE).
Polyvinylidenefluoride (PVDF) is a 1D polar system, with poling direction along the y axis, whereas the inclusion of TrFE units strongly increases F-F repulsion and leads to the establishment of a P x component, i.e. to a biaxial polarization character (Fig. 1c,d );
(ii) The microscopic shear is exploited in single suspended P(VDF-TrFE) nanobeams, deformed by localized bending to generate 20-40 V peak voltages and exhibiting high robustness and excellent adhesion at contacts;
(iii) The resulting electromechanical behavior is also studied by means of an analytic model through the ab initio calculated piezoelectric coefficients, showing that the shear stress makes substantial contributions to the output voltage.
Published in Advanced Materials. Doi: 10.1002/adma.201506381 (2016).
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In the following, we report on these findings in the same order introduced above.
Our nanowires are realized by electrospinning (see the Experimental Section for details).
This process is based on the elongation of a polymer flow under an intense electric field, leading to flexible filaments with ultra-high length/diameter ratio and generally circular crosssection. These filaments are robust, and they can be bent repeatedly. Their polarization is mainly along a transverse direction in the plane (x-y in Fig. 1 16 ). We find that full atomic relaxation in PVDF does not break the symmetry of the system, giving rise to a uniaxial polarization (|P|= 0.20 C/m 2 ), in agreement with previous theoretical reports. [18] The inclusion of TrFE units along the chain (Fig. 1d) , increasing F-F repulsion, imparts in-plane rotation of the monomers around the polymer axis. TrFE units have a net dipole moment, however the misalignment of the monomers along the chain leads to a global reduction of the absolute value of the polarization (|P|= 0.16 C/m 2 ) and, more interestingly, to a non-zero component of the polarization along the x direction, i.e. a biaxial polarization character.
The piezoelectric response is obtained via full relaxation of the internal coordinates of the system upon applied normal and shear stress to the supercell parameters. The calculated, e ii normal components of the proper piezoelectric tensor of PVDF and P(VDF-TrFE) for i=1-3
are shown in Table 1 , together with the diagonal elements ii k of the dielectric tensor, whereas the (e 3i ) shear components are summarized in Since the establishment of a biaxial polarization is induced by the presence of TrFE units, it is interesting to understand how it depends on the distribution of these units along chains. We compare the structure of VDF-TrFE shown in Fig. 1d , where the TrFE units are non- 7 to the applied stress, performing experiments on individual suspended wires of P(VDF-TrFE) with average diameter of 400-600 nm. Shadow masks are used to collect the wires, which can be suspended over lengths ranging from millimeters to many centimeters on both stiff and flexible substrates carrying aluminum electrodes. The procedure to realize the devices is summarized in Fig. 3a and involves the preparation of Al masks to be placed on a rotating collector in an electrospinning set-up, the collection of single spun nanofibers across the gap realized in these masks, and the definition of electrodes by Ag paste at the two edges of suspended fibers. Following the separation of the two metallic pads, the system (Aluminium+fiber+Ag contacts) is then fixed on top of glass slides by using a bi-tape. In previous works, [26, 27] piezoelectric nanofibers or nanowires have been often used with an intimate integration with flexible substrates, namely applying strain to those substrates which then transmit a deformation to the deposited nanostructures. Due to the needed mechanical stiffness, reports with suspended structures are largely limited to inorganic materials such as ZnO and lead zirconate titanate, [28, 29] and to wires with typical length of tens to few hundreds of micrometers. [28] Here, we study a different approach, in which the strain is applied directly to a single, mm-long suspended polymer nanostructure through localized bending induced by a triboindenter tip. This implies mechanical robustness of the developed material, and optimal adhesion at contacts.
The representative scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of the suspended wires are displayed in Fig. 3b . The nanowires exhibit a smooth surface and uniform diameter along their entire length, and exceptionally high length/diameter ratio (up to 510 5 ) in comparison with polymer nanostructures realized by other methods. [26, [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] These electrospun materials have been found to exhibit superior piezoelectric performance, [26, 36] although their operation is not fully explained by traditional models. To evaluate the piezoelectric response under specific compressive loads, flexible and thin Cu wires with a layer of silver epoxy are used to ) (
where r is the radius of the piezoelectric beam and d is the displacement at the loading point. [37] , k 33 =2.1×10
-11 F/m, e 34 = 0.12 C/m 2 , r=300 nm, and In summary, by analyzing the shear behavior, the response in suspended geometries can be fully rationalized upon taking into account transverse contributions. Given the wide use and importance of PVDF and P(VDF-TrFE) materials for the realization of nanogenerators, pressure sensors, accelerometers, and similar devices, making the full e ij piezoelectric tensors available by first-principle calculations might be very useful. Indeed, multidirectional components of electronic polarization give rise to piezoelectric contributions for a large number of spatial distortions, providing polymer nanostructures with an enhanced overall piezoelectric response. The resulting architectures are extremely versatile, and they can find application in devices for nanoscale localization nearby large-scale surfaces and in systems for harvesting vibrational noise, which might activate the piezo-electric response of nanobeams without involving large-scale deformation of the underlying supporting substrates.
Coupling flexural deformation and transverse piezoelectric response under compression forces establishes new rules for designing next devices based on polymer piezoelectric nanomaterials.
Experimental Section
Nanobeam production and characterization. P(VDF-TrFE) solutions were prepared as reported in Ref. 24 , and placed into a 1.0 mL syringe tipped with a 27-gauge stainless steel needle. A bias of 25 kV was applied to the needle by a high voltage supply (EL60R0.6-22, Glassman High Voltage), and the solution was injected into the needle at 1 mL h -1 with a syringe pump (33 Dual Syringe Pump, Harvard Apparatus). A grounded cylindrical collector (diameter 8 cm), was placed at a distance of 6 cm from the needle. Properly designed shadow masks were positioned on the surface of the disk to deposit single nanowires. Nanowires with a measured VDF:TrFE ratio of about 70:30 [24] were inspected by SEM with a Nova NanoSEM 450 system (FEI), using an acceleration voltage around 5 kV and an aperture size of 30 m.
Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy was performed with a spectrophotometer (Spectrum 100, Perkin-Elmer Inc.) using a 4 mm wide beam incident orthogonally to the plane of the samples. FTIR measurements were performed in air at ambient conditions (temperature=21°C, humidity= 35%).
A triboindenter TI 950 (Hysistron) equipped with either a cono-spherical diamond tip (100 m diameter) or a flat-ended cylinder sapphire tip (1 mm diameter) was used to perform load/unload cycles on suspended fibers. A maximum load of 0.5 mN was applied at a rate of 0.1 mN/s with holding time of about 2 s. The Young modulus of the fiber, E, is related to the obtained reduced modulus, E r , and to the indenter properties (modulus, E IN , and Poisson's ratio,  IN ) by contact mechanics [38] as E r First-principles theory. Structural and electronic properties of VDF and VDF-TrFE systems were obtained by using total-energy and forces minimization, based on PBE-GGA implementation of DFT, as coded in Quantum-Espresso. [40] Ionic potentials were described by ab initio ultrasoft pseudopotentials and single-particle wave functions were expanded in a plane-waves basis with an energy cutoff of 30 Ry. Infinite polymeric crystals were simulated using periodically repeated supercells. A (664) k-point grid was used for summations over the 3D Brillouin zone. The optimized geometries of the different systems were obtained relaxing all degrees of freedom in supercells that are multiple of formula units, further corrected via relaxation of cell volume. Supercells included six monomers arranged in two parallel chains, aligned along the z direction, as in the predicted crystalline -phase and in agreement with previous theoretical calculations. [41, 42] A Van der Waals correction (Grimme formulation) [43] to dispersive forces was included to improve the description of distortion intra-and inter-chain interactions. Each structure was fully relaxed, until forces on all atoms become lower than 1 meV/Å.
Spontaneous polarization was evaluated within the Berry Phase approach. [44] Piezoelectric coefficients were obtained from finite difference derivation upon applied normal and shear cell deformation up to 0.5%, with respect to the equilibrium parameters. In particular, the (improper) piezoelectric coefficients (e ilk =P i / lk ) were achieved as variations of the spontaneous polarization components (P i ) as a function of the strain deformation ( lk ). The socalled proper piezoelectric coefficients are linked to the improper ones by a simple relation which takes into account the branch phase dependence of the polarization vector (see Supporting Information for analytical definitions). [45] Using the Voigt notation for strain and j=1, …, 6, where j=1-3 are related to normal strain and j=4-6 to shear strain (Fig. 1c,d ).
The dielectric tensor, Born charges (Z*= -P/r, where  is the unit cell volume and r indicates the coordinate of an atomic displacement), and vibrational properties (i.e. phonon eigenmodes and phonon frequency) were also determined in the regime of linear response, by using a joint finite-differences/finite-fields approaches for solid-state systems. [46] Once known phonon modes and Z*, also the infrared cross-sections could be obtained in the linear response. [47] Analytic electromechanical model. . Dark grey, white and cyan label respectively C, H and F atoms. Green arrows define the spatial direction of polarization P  for the minimum energy unstrained systems. Inset boxes show the corresponding sketches of piezoelectric tensors (e ij ). Small (large) dots in the e ij matrix plot correspond to zero (non-zero) components, whereas red (yellow) color corresponds to normal (shear) strain, respectively. 
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Note 1. Supplemental theoretical results
For each system we performed a full atomic relaxation of both the lattice parameters and the atomic positions in the cell, towards the minimum energy configuration. We evaluated the polarization vector (P), and the dielectric tensor for each crystalline assembly, upon the application of normal and shear strain along the three spatial directions. All numerical data are reported in the following.
We also report the most relevant Born charges (Z*) of the studied systems, which express the variation of the polarization response due to an atomic displacement. For P(VDF-TrFE) systems, the copolymers were simulated with a VDF:TrFE ratio matching as closely as possible that measured experimentally (70:30), and optimizing the computational effort. Indeed, for the diluted system discussed below, a complete information could be obtained by exploiting the periodicity of the system and consequently reducing the number of atoms per cell.
In the pictures below, we report the side view of the single component chains (left) and their arrangement in the crystalline bulk (right). The inequivalent atomic species and the direction of the polarization vectors are also reported, as well as the resulting geometric data, such as the optimized cell dimensions, the atomic distances and angles.
VDF polymer
The VDF and VDF-TrFE (diluted) crystals include 2 chains per cell and three monomers per chain.
In the former case only VDF species are considered; in the latter 2 VDF units and 1 TrFE monomer 
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Note 2. Electromechanical analysis of a piezoelectric fiber under an eccentric loading
Mechanics analysis
A mechanics model of a beam with both ends clamped is established for the suspended piezoelectric fiber, and the beam is subjected by a concentrated, eccentric loading F (Figs. 4a and b) .
The model gives analytically the reaction forces F A and F C and moments M A and M C at the left and right clamps as: 
Voltage
The constitutive model of piezoelectric materials relates the piezoelectric tensor e ij , the strain ij, the dielectric tensor k ij , the electric field E i and the electric displacement D i as: 
This involves the maximum transverse piezoelectric current, I  (contribution from the shear strain), and the maximum normal piezoelectric current, I  (contribution from the normal strain), which are given by: Published in Advanced Materials. Doi: 10.1002/adma.201506381 (2016).
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Note 3. Analytical definitions
Despite its intuitive meaning, the theoretical description of spontaneous polarization from an atomistic point of view is a subtle problem, solved throughout a theoretical approach based on the evaluation of the Berry phase (BP) of the electronic structure. [S1] The polarization difference between two states () of a system is computed as a geometrical quantum phase ∆ = − .
The polarization vector for each state can be split into two parts , corresponding to the ionic and electronic contributions, respectively. For spin restricted systems, the expression for the total polarization can be written as follow:
where  is the volume of the unit cell, Z  and r  are the charge and position of the -th atom in the cell, and u nm are periodic parts of the occupied Bloch states of the system. For the electronic part, an electronic phase (BP) defined modulo 2 can be introduced as:
where is the reciprocal lattice vector in the direction. For a bulk system the spontaneous polarization is a multivalued quantity, i.e. "branch" dependent, defined modulo Ω , where R is a vector of the three-dimensional direct lattice. The direct piezoelectric tensor is defined as derivative of the spontaneous polarization ( ) with respect to an applied strain ( ), at finite (zero) external electric field ( ):
where indexes , , = 1, 2, 3 run over the three spatial directions. The coefficients ̃ are usually known as the improper piezoelectric coefficients, related only to the static polarization term of an Published in Advanced Materials. Doi: 10.1002/adma.201506381 (2016).
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isolated bulk sample under strain ( Figure S5a ). As the spontaneous polarization is a multivalued quantity, the improper coefficients result to be branches dependent.
In standard experiments, however, the piezoelectric material is not electrically isolated, but rather connected to an electrical circuit ( Figure S5b ). The so-called proper piezoelectric tensor includes the depolarizing fields and the polarization-induced interface charges. Proper piezoelectric coefficients are those to be compared with experiments and are independent of polarization branches. The proper tensor can be evaluated starting from the improper one: [S2] =̃+ − .
The piezoelectric response can be decomposed into a sum of two parts: a "clamped-ion" part and an "internal" strain part. The former consists of a homogeneous strain in which nuclear coordinates are not allowed to relax, the latter describes the internal distortion of nuclei induced by fixed strain.
Clamped-ion terms are generally not physically relevant, and the more subtle internal relaxation has to be taken into account for a direct comparison with experiments. Numerical values reported in the main text were computed fully relaxing the atomic structure of the systems for each external strain applied to the simulation cell. Published in Advanced Materials. Doi: 10.1002/adma.201506381 (2016).
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Note 4. Effect of disorder on IR spectra
As mentioned in the main text, the effect of local disorder or of thermal fluctuations may affect the IR spectra. This would explain the differences between the simulated and the experimental curves in Figure 2 . In order to elucidate this point, we assume a simple model, namely a single, VDF infinite polymer, with one monomer per cell ( Figure S6a ). Although not catching the overall complexity of real nanostructures, such model allows the effect of the intrachain disorder to be highlighted in a controlled way. For instance, considering the effect of the rotation of the CF 2 units around the polymer axis, we calculate the IR spectrum for different angles of rotation (from 0° to 45°, with 0° corresponding to the configuration of minimum energy, assumed as the reference). In Figure S6a , the rotated CF 2 units are superimposed on the same structure, and distinguished with different colors (cyan=0°, red =15°, green=30°, blue=45°). For each system we calculate the phonon frequency at  and the corresponding IR spectrum, along the line described in the main text.
The results are shown in Figure S6b . The structural modification imparts a shits and a split of a few vibrational bands with respect to the ideal case (cyan line). As in general many internal angles may coexist we consider the average over these model configurations (black line). The final spectrum is broader and more structured than the ideal one (see e.g peak at ~1200 cm -1 ), closely resembling the effects observed in experimental curves. However, we point out that the reference spectrum (cyan) already includes all the features of the system. Analogously, the simulated IR spectra in Figure 2 include all the spectroscopic features of the experimental systems.
Published in Advanced Materials. Doi: 10.1002/adma.201506381 (2016). 
